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certification
design development/detailed design
phase

GREENPASS® full analysis,
optimization & certification based on
HD simulation (powered by expert systems)

LOD

Level of Detail (LOD) 2
3D + detailed reproduction of design
6 urban challenges
+ 3 bonus challenges

28 indicators + 20 bonus indicators
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The GREENPASS® Certification is a scientifically
developed, standardized test procedure and
certification system for optimizing and
confirming the climate-related soujourn quality
and
quality
of
life,
profitability
and
environmental impacts of a project.
It provides the first internationally valid proof of
quality for the climate resilience of buildings,
quarters and open spaces. The scope of
evaluation includes the standard analysis and
and simulation (powered by expert systems) of a
project with regard to 28 meaningful indicators
out of 6 urban challenges as well as 20 bonus
indicators from 3 bonus challenges and can be
applied to new and retrofit buildings and
developments.

© Wien Süd

6

urban challenges

3

bonus challenges
unique | standardized climateeffective design, optimization &
certification

climate
water
air

bonus
biodiversity

€

attractive | higher customer
satisfaction/retention & faster
property sales

bonus
resources

future-oriented | official proof of
quality for climate-optimized
architecture & open space

bonus
social

complementary | to building
certifications such as LEED,
BREEAM, DGNB or ÖGNI

biodiversity
energy

€

cost
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proof of quality
PLATINUM
The results for the indicators consist of highresolution 3D simulations, multi-parametric
analyses and qualitative evaluations (bonus
indicators). The following internationally leading
expert systems are used for simulations:

GOLD

Microclimate powered by
standard

SILVER

Wind powered by CFD
optional
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CERTIFIED

90 % total degree of fulfillment
75 % total degree of fulfillment
50 % total degree of fulfillment
35 % total degree of fulfillment

Each indicator is transparently evaluated and
documented in an individual indicator sheet.
The design is evaluated in relation to
standardized reference scenarios and assigned
to a quality level that corresponds to a certain
point value. In addition, there are also qualitative
bonus indicators, which provide additional
points if there is evidence of fulfillment. The sum
of the points of all quantitative and qualitative
indicators results in an total degree of fulfillment
for the project.
After a joint optimization process, the optimized
planning will finally be GREENPASS® certified.
Depending on the total degree of fulfillment, the
project is assigned to the appropriate
certification level - from CERTIFIED to SILVER,
GOLD and PLATINUM.
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Project

Initial situation of detailed design of the project in CAD (.dxf)
or GIS (.shp)

Digitalization

Import or digitalization of the design to create a digital
simulation model and the standardized reference scenarios in
the GREENPASS® Editor (GP.e)
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Analysis

Simulation and multi-parametric analyses of the 28 key
performance indicators from 6 urban challenges
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Interim report

Easy-to-understand interim report with results, evaluation
and current total degree of fulfillment and certification level
as well as suggestions for targeted optimization measures
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Optimization

Step-by-step project optimization in workshops with client
and design team regarding the specific project requirements
(1 optimization session included)

05

Analysis

Integration of the jointly defined optimization measures into
the digital simulation model with updated simulation and
project analysis

06

Final report

Easy to understand final report with final results, evaluation,
project factsheet, certificate and certification of the project

07

Certification

official certificate handover at groundbreaking ceremony or
construction completion
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Review

Review of the project based on the certified design with
regard to implementation, performance and development of
the vegetation no later than 2 years after completion

00
01

GP.e

Note: If the review reveals significant differences between the certified design and implementation, it may
possibly lead to the withdrawal or fee-charged adjustment of the granted certification.
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8 steps to
certification
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28 key performance indicators

Climate
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Water

Air

TLS

Thermal Load Score

ROS

Run-off Score

CSS

CO2 Storage Score

LAR

TCS

Thermal Comfort Score

SLG

Sealing Grade

WRC

Wind Field

GAR

PET

Thermal Performance

WST

Water Storage

RAD

Radiation

WDG

Water Demand GI

ALB

Albedo

WDT

Water Demand GI/TCS

EVA

Evapotranspiration

SAF

Shading Area Factor

NTC

Night-time Cooling

SHI

6 urban challenges

Biodiversity

Energy

€

Cost

Leaf Area

TSS

Thremal Storage Score

ICG

Cost Invest GI

Green Space

CGH

Colling Degree Hours Building

ICM

Cost Invest GI/m2

ICT

Cost Invest GI/TCS

ICW

Cost Invest GI/Water Storage

ICC

Cost Invest GI/Red. Cooling Dgree Hours Building

MCG

Cost Maintenance GI

MCM

Cost Maintenance GI/m2

MCW

Cost Water Demand GI/m2

Shannon Index
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Bonus
Biodiversity

BIO

Biological diversity

VST

Vegetation structure

HST

Habitat structure

SRH

Species-rich herb layer

PPS

Species protection plants

PAS

Species protection animals

HPS

Honey plants

BPS

Bird pasture

NES

Nesting sites

BRS

Breeding sites

AFL

Animal-friendly light sources

ATP

Animal trap prevention

Bonus
Resources

REC

Recylcing

GWU

Grey water use

RWT

Rainwater treatment

SLS

Smart lightning systems

SIS

Smart irrigation systems

Bonus
Social
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POS

Private open space

COS

Community space

BFS

Accessibility open space

3 bonus challenges

20 bonus indicators
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optimization

simulation model
for ENVI_met

Thermal Comfort Score

heat map heat day 3 pm
perceived temperature
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© LOVE architecture and urbanism ZT GmbH
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72.18

255 m3

2.01 kg

Thermal Comfort
Score

annual water
demand GI

CO2-sequestration /
heat day

up to

4.7°C

cooler perceived
temperature during
the day

up to

4.4°C

cooler air
temperature

59 m3
regular water storage
GI

0.72
average Run-off
Score

76%
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sealed surface

certification

Vienna 1030 | Kundmanngasse

20%

+25%

+2

optimization

green space

trees

62 %

€
0.31 ha
leaf area

up to

2 Kh

cooling degree hours/
day less than worst
case

115.19 €
cost investment/m2 GI

total degree of fulfillment
0.10 ha

6.29 €

green space

annual cost
maintenace/m2 GI

0.49 €
cost water demand/ m2
GI

SILVER
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what clients say

’A

t FLAIR in the City,
we completed a
part of the
residential complex with a
large sustainability
investor - where the
certification was a very
important and ultimately
decisive argument.’

Ing. Mag. Otto KAUF
CEO FLAIR Bauträger GmbH
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further references

world’s 1st GOLD certificate

© FLAIR Bauträger GmbH
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enabling
livable
cities

GREENPASS® livable cities team

We are a complementary, highly skilled and
motivated team of experts for climate-resilient
urban planning with a scientific background,
many years of experience and know-how as well
as a lot of passion. Our local license partners
and trained Urban Climate Architects (UCA) as
well as the GREENPASS® headquarters will be
happy to provide you with a tailor-made offer
and further information on GREENPASS®
services:
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contact@greenpass.io

www.greenpass.io

Plenergasse 1/5 | A-1180 Vienna

www.greenpass.io/partners

The GREENPASS® technology has been developed
over the last 10 years with leading universities
and planning experts in various national and
international research projects and with more
than € 4 million R&D fundings. Fittingly, our
GREENPASS® headquarters is located in Vienna
- the most livable and greenest city in the world
for more than 10 continuous years.

top cost/benefit ratio
GREENPASS® Certification (net plus 20% VAT)
from 2 €/m2 project floor space
Note: Price depends on project area (plot size), topography,
complexity (building structure, green infrastructure, etc.), desired
additional analyses, special evaluations, etc.
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FAQs
... the 12 most frequently
asked questions and their
answers about
GREENPASS® Certification

What is the GREENPASS®
Certification?
The GREENPASS®
Certification is a
scientifically developed, standardized test
procedure for optimizing and confirming the
climate-related sojourn quality and quality
of life, profitability and environmental
impacts of a project. It provides the first
internationally valid proof of quality for the
climate resilience of buildings, quarters and
open spaces.

What is evaluated?
The scope of evaluation includes the
standardized analysis and simulation of a
project area with regard to 28 meaningful
key performance indicators from 6 urban
challenges. The results consist of highresolution 3D simulations (powered by
expert systems) and multi-parametric
analyses.

Where can I use the
GREENPASS® Certification?
The GREENPASS® Certification can be used
worldwide
for
entire
neighborhoods,
buildings and open spaces - for new and
retrofit buildings and developments.

When do I use the
GREENPASS® Certification?
The GREENPASS® Certification is the ideal
tool for the design and detailed planning
phase of urban development projects to
optimize the project according to it’s needs
and possibilities. Even if there is little or no
room for adaptations or the design has been
already completed, you can officially certify
your project and the qualities of it.
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What is the difference to
the Pre-Certification?
The GREENPASS® Certification offers a
complete analysis with the full set of
indicators and an accurate optimization of
the project from an economic point of view.
In addition to an increased level of detail of
the simulation model, it finally includes also
an official GREENPASS® certification.

How long does the
certification process take?
The
duration
of
the
GREENPASS®
certification process depends on the size of
the project, the planning process and the
level of detail of the project. Depending on
size and scope (optimization sessions), the
process for certification of a project usually
takes between 4-12 weeks.

Will the project be reviewed or what happens if
there is a deviation?
Two years after completion of construction,
the project will be qualitatively reviewed by
GREENPASS® in terms of implementation,
performance and vegetation development. If
the inspection reveals significant deviations,
the certification granted may be revoked or
adjusted at the customer's expense.

What is the difference to
Green Building
certifications?
The GREENPASS® Certification is a
complementary solution to green building
certifications such as LEED, BREEAM or ÖGNI/
DGNB and gives priority to the exterior. More
information about the different systems can
be found in the System Analysis Book via
the following Link.

How many certification
levels are distinguished?

Has the system been
independently verified?

The GREENPASS® Certification distinguishes
between four different certification levels starting with CERTIFIED, SILVER and GOLD up
to the highest level - PLATINUM.

Yes, the GREENPASS® certification system
has been developed in the last 10 years with
leading universities and planning experts
within the framework of various national and
international research projects with more
than € 4 million R&D funds in a practical and
transparent
manner
and
has
been
independently verified.

Is it possible to certify
entire quarters?

What does the GREENPASS®
Certification cost?

Yes, with the GREENPASS® Certification,
entire quarters (building plots + open spaces)
can be certified - this requires a previous
GREENPASS® Pre-Certification in order to
pre-define performance values for the
individual building plots, which must be
complied by the respective plot developer in
the further process.

The GREENPASS® Certification starts at
2 €/m² project area (site area) and is usually
<1 €/BGF (gross floor area). In addition to the
project area, the topography, complexity as
well as desired additional and special
evaluations are relevant for the price
calculation - we would be happy to prepare
a customized offer for your project.
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enabling livable cities
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